The crisp morning temperatures and the colorful leaves mark the change of seasons here in the Northeast. I hope the fall season has brought good changes for you and your collies.

The August Gathering at Sunnybank was really hot, but it was really “cool” to meet people from all over the country—all over the world (Australia & Japan & Canada), who came to enjoy the Puppies, Puppies, Puppies program. With sincere thanks to everyone who worked so hard to make the weekend a success, CHF enjoyed record profits of over $9,000—all of which goes to benefit our collies.

The 2016 elections will begin shortly. New Corporators for the Class of 2020 will be chosen. The next Board of Directors will be selected from the combined Corporators list and from the Board a new slate of Officers will be elected. New Officers are needed. Please think about ways in which you might offer your time and talents to benefit the Foundation.

Membership renewals will be mailed out soon and the benefits of membership have never been better. Once again CHF has demonstrated its commitment to its members by continuing rebates for testing PRA, CEA, MDR1 and canine cyclic neutropenia, with no limit on the number of collies, through 12/31/16.

Since collies rank in the 70th percentile in breeds affected by the MDR1 mutation CHF felt it was important to remind members about the need to test and monitor dogs with drug sensitivity. I’m very pleased to announce that Rebecca Connors, LVT, from the Veterinary Clinical Pharmacology Laboratory at Washington State University, will attend our annual dinner at the CCA National on March 24, 2016 to speak about how drugs are determined to go on the “dangerous” list. Rebecca is a graduate of the Veterinary Technology program at Michigan State University, with experience in neurology and cardiology. She joined Dr. Katrina Mealey at WSU in 2011 and has enjoyed working in genetics since 2011. I hope you will be able to join us to meet Rebecca and learn more about what we can do to protect our dogs. (www.vcpl.vetmed.wsu.edu)

The Foundation is dedicated to finding ways to ensure healthy collies for future generations.

Thanks for everything you do to help us grow! - Gerrie
DEAR SANTA,

Here are a few items for my Christmas wish list this year. You can find them online at www.colliehealth.org

Thanks! Love you tons!

Prices do not include the cost of shipping

Logo Pin Brush $15.00 each

CHF Ornament $12.00 each

Mini Cutting Board $15.00 each

Note Cards $10.00 each

Mutt Mat $35.00 each

Key Chain $8.00 each

Car Magnet $16.00 each

Ceramic Mug $6.00 each
THE GATHERING AT SUNNYBANK!

Puppies, puppies, puppies—everywhere! Record crowds enjoyed the 19th Annual Gathering at Sunnybank on August 15th & 16th 2015. There were many first-time visitors with some people even coming all the way from Japan and Australia. Puppies were all over “The Place” as walking tour groups marched up and down the Sunnybank hills to explore the treasured monuments of times past.

The Sunnybank speakers talked about about puppies, too. Kathy George spoke on the lessons Albert Payson Terhune gave us to train puppies while Kristina Marshall told us about the magnificent dogs he personally trained. The actual puppy pen still stands on the top of the hill as testimony to the many pups raised here. Judy Leathers reminded us of the strong bond between puppies and children and, since I live in NJ, I had the pleasure of telling everyone how wonderful it is to bring our own puppies here to play on these hallowed grounds.

For some of our older “puppies” a special tribute to Rescue Dogs was hosted by Collie Rescue of Northern New Jersey for the benefit of CHF. Karyn Hahn, Shannon Schrier and Karen Cassel did a lovely job inviting each rescue dog and owner into the ring to receive their medallion and read their special story.

Melanie Kerber and Janette Tough demonstrated how grown-up “puppies” do scent work, a valuable resource in many areas today in police work and airport security. Fun facts: Average number of scent receptors in a dog’s nose--200 million; average number of scent receptors in a human nose--5 million!

Several litters of puppies debuted as Nancy McDonald presented the “Puppy Program” allowing the audience an up-close look at some special families from Millknock (Marianne Sullivan), Braeton (Karen Weber) and Riverrun-Galatean (Mary Robischon/Mary Jackson). Fascinating pedigrees and adorable, promising pups!
Of course, Judges Carrie Lenhart (Marnus), Barbara Cleek (Lochlaren) and Larry Parsons (Cheviot) had the tough task of finding just the right puppy to emulate best outline, profile, skull, muzzle, expression, front, rear and proper gait in the traditional Virtues Match. Best Overall Virtues winner was Dina bred/owned by Mary & Jillian Jackson and Rose & Mary Robischon by Ch. Riverrun Galatean Metallic x Ch. Galatean Riverrun Looking Glass.

Lastly, Judges Nancy Parsons (Cheviot) and Debra Smith (Monarch) had to make the final selection of Best in Lad match to put the finishing touch on a fantastic weekend. Best in Lad Match winner was Milas Winter Fever 2-4 Bitch, bred/owned by Lynn Butler & Lotta Hedman by GCh Milas Cabin Fever x Milas Donnybrooke Connect The Dots.

Another highlight of the weekend is presentation of the Noah Award. This award originated in 2013 to recognize and reward individuals for their contributions to the collie. Kathy George donates tremendous time and energy in defining the Gathering themes. Beginning with “Literary Literature” in 2005, through the American Dog Writer’s Association ward-winning Gray Mist, to last year’s unique Fabulous Females design, to today’s “Puppies” design, Kathy not only lends us her artistic talents but she helps us design unique Sunnybank premiums. Congratulations to Kathy as recipient of the 2016 Noah Award!

Hope all who came enjoyed. For all of you who still have a trip to Sunnybank on their “bucket list” it’s scheduled for August 20th & 21st 2016 with more wonderful things planned for “The Coming of Lad.”
It wouldn’t be The Gathering without the famous Virtues Match, which provides a wonderful opportunity to learn about your dog’s best virtue, and the Lad of Sunnybank Memorial Match

**Virtues Match Results**
Moderated by Royal Rock’s Leslie Canavan
Judges: Judges Carrie Lenhart (Marnus), Barbara Cleek (Lochlaren) and Larry Parsons (Cheviot)

**Best Overall/Best General Appearance** - Dina, bred/owned by Mary & Jillian Jackson and Rose & Mary Robischon by Ch. Riverrun Galatean Metallica x Ch. Galatean Riverrun Looking Glass

**Best Expression** - Breezie, bred/owned by Karen & Brian Weber by Ch. Riverrun Vennessee's The Traveler at Galatean x Braeton's Caribbean Calypso

**Best Profile** - Comeaway Ever After bred/owned by Norma Strangway by Ch. Overland Keep In Touch x Overland Enchanted

**Best Skull** - Whitemoor’s Good Witch of the North, bred by Leslie White Butler, owned by Joni Primas by Ch. Countryview Give My Regards x Millknock Whitemoor Wanderlust

**Best Muzzle** - Drifter - bred/owned by Karen & Brian Weber by Ch. Riverrun Vennessee's The Traveler at Galatean x Braeton's Caribbean Calypso

**Best Front/Best Side Gait** - Special Party All Night bred/owned by Laura LaBounty by Ch. Crispin After Midnight x Special Golden Sunspot

**Best Rear** - Colwick Longacre Maui Madness bred by Amanda Macleod & Mary Benedict, owned by Amada MacLeod & Maria Battaglia by Ch. Camloch's Sophistication, ROM x Long Acre It Had To Be Me TT

**Lad of Sunnybank Memorial Match Results**
Judges: Judges Nancy Parsons (Cheviot) and Debra Smith (Monarch)

**Best in Lad Match** - Milas Winter Fever, 2-4 bitch bred/owned by Lynn Butler & Lotta Hedman by GCh Milas Cabin Fever x Milas Donnybrooke Connect The Dots

*Photo by Ron Sherr*
Photos of the rescue Collies courtesy of Roseann Cyngier and Karyn Habn/Collie Rescue of Northern New Jersey
Rescue Parade at Sunnybank

Collie Rescue of Northern New Jersey sponsored a Rescue Parade on Saturday at The Gathering, with all proceeds going to the Collie Health Foundation. All who watched the parade had the opportunity to see a lot of great Collies, some with very moving stories of life before rescue! In all, 25 Collies were recognized. The picture collage on the previous page includes:

Allie – owned by Carmen and Teague O'Connor
Brody – owned by Julie Foster
Candee – owned by Cindy and Ken Schleifer
Cassie – owned by Gail Devore
Cody – owned by Charlotte and Jerry Pusey
Fannie – owned by Lynn and Phil Giglia
Howard Hug – owned by Betty Hodgson
Lady Albanese – owned by Jean and Brian Albanese

Also present in spirit and honored by photographs included in the collage:
Boromir – owned by Iva Rahlf
Buddy – owned by Bonnie Pinkston
Callie - owned by Jamie Haldy
Chance – owned by Bonnie Pinkston

Also honored though not present:
Ransom and Lizzie – owned by Beth Nemoff

2016 COLLIE HEALTH FOUNDATION DINNER AND AUCTION**

THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 2016 - Ringside
6:00 PM – SPEAKER AND COCKTAILS (Cash Bar)
7:00 PM DINNER, AUCTION TO FOLLOW
$47.00 PER PERSON

MENU: The Southern Smokehouse

Smoked beef brisket with BBQ bourbon glaze
Pulled pork with creamy coleslaw, onion rolls
Macaroni & cheese, potatoes au gratin and baked beans
Green salad; roasted corn and poblano salad
Parker House rolls and cornbread with butter and honey
Southern peach cobbler and baked apple crisp with vanilla bean ice cream
Coffee and a selection of herbal teas

PLEASE SEND RESERVATION REQUESTS TO: (Make checks payable to CHF)
Krista Hansen
1525 Minkel Road
North Java, NY 14113
585-535-7549

RESERVATIONS ARE DUE NO LATER THAN MARCH 11, 2016. There will be a $5.00 surcharge (per ticket) for reservations received after March 11 which will be collected at the time dinner tickets are picked up.

AUCTION: We are looking forward to another exciting auction featuring Royal Dalton figurines, Kentucky Derby glasses, volumes of Library of Champions, specialty artwork from well-known collie artists and other desirable collectibles. Remember, all forms of payment will be accepted including cash, checks and credit cards.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING DINNER AND/OR AUCTION, CONTACT:
Robette Johns
6976 Coyote Trail
Oak Hills, CA 92344
704-219-8277

**Information subject to change
The Collie Health Foundation Welcomes the Following New Members

Nancy Anstruther**
Alberta, Canada
Sydney W. Campbell
Findlay, OH
Gayl Hoel
Aiken, SC
Amber Lockwood**
Shingletown, CA
Mildred Meyer**
Fairburn, GA
Karen Plambeck
Sherrard, IL

Maria Boehringer**
Ted & Jean Chamberlin**
Silver Spring, MD
Betsy Susan Morgan**
Denver, PA

Lori Bowles**
Julie Grantham**
Sharon Martin
Burr Oak, MI

Lynn H. Butler
Judy Guthrie
James & Mary Lamphere
Wesley Mask

Thompson Ridge, NY
Glen Allen, VA
Endwell, NY
Brea, CA

Teresa Libro
Lakeville, MN
Horse Shoe, NC

Peggy Mayfield
Decatur, IL
Mandi Peterson
Blanchardville, WI

Mary Yerkes
Manassas, VA

Gayl Hoel
Aiken, SC
Luann Korona
Silver Spring, MD

Lori Bowles**
Judy Guthrie
James & Mary Lamphere
Peggy Mayfield

Lynn H. Butler
Glen Allen, VA
Endwell, NY

Thompson Ridge, NY
Lakeville, MN

Peggy Mayfield

Decatur, IL

Note: **indicates previous member…Welcome Back!
New Members – July 1, 2015 through October 15, 2015

Alyssa Mohl Zollman
Brandon, VT

Donations in Honor/Celebration/Memory

General Donations

Donor

Collie Club of America, Inc.
Collie Club of America, Inc.
Collie Club of Kentucky, Inc.
Peggy J. Darington
P. Elena Geldkop
Mary E. Hunter
Patricia A. Jung
Helga Kane
James & Mary Lamphere
Susan Larson
Armand Lubatty
Erin Matthews & Rich Bellows
Nancy McDonald
Nancy McDonald
Sheryl McDonald
Mildred Meyer
Sherrie & John Nightingale
Teri & Gerald Paul
Thomas & Jeanette Poling
Frances L. Preston
Judy Ritner
Vicki Roye
Brent D. Seymour
Carol Stone
Nancy Van Note

In honor/celebration/memory of....

General Fund
In Memory of deceased CCA members in 2015
In memory of a long time Collie Club of Kentucky member, Betty Hicks
In loving memory of Theresa Uzelac
In loving memory of Barksdale The Executor CD, RN "Duncan"; GCH Skyview Barksdale Trust
"Nigel"; Barksdale Windchaser Too CD, RN "Jeremy"; owned by Brenda Walker, Skydancer Collies
In memory of Anthony, CH Barksdale Lochlaren Liaison, ROM, ROM-P
In memory of Jean Wallace Clark
In memory of Theresa Uzelac and Dennis Fyda
In Celebration of William - A Grand Champion
In memory of Theresa Uzelac
In Memory of Isabelle W. Lubatty, 6/15/06
In memory of Theresa Uzelac
In loving memory of CH Barksdale Random Acres Julia owned and loved by Phyllis Autrey
In Memory of GCH Blu Ridge Let it Ride. Thank you Rio for letting me ride too!
In memory of Gail Meyer
In memory of Betty Hicks
In memory of Theresa Uzelac
General Fund
In Memory of Lyric, beloved pet of Bonnie Pinkston. Raven Forever and Always 4/23/12 to 9/20/15
Honoring the fine work of the CHF
In memory of Theresa Uzelac
In memory of James with deepest sympathy from Vicki & Kathryn
In memory of Theresa Uzelac who passed away too soon on 7/28/2015. She was a CCA member
and active in showing collies. Collies were one of the great loves of her life. We will all miss her very
much
Honoring my ten year old collie, Molly
In Celebration of Chuck Heubach and his many talents
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS!

You know the Collie benefits when you join the Collie Health Foundation as your dues help fund health research. Indirectly you benefit when the dog you love is able to live a longer and healthier life because of genetic testing available to breeders or increased knowledge on how to prevent/treat disease or other health issues. But, did you know YOUR MEMBERSHIP OFFERS YOU A DIRECT BENEFIT in the form of rebates for select DNA tests? The Collie Health Foundation Board recently voted to extend the rebates for PRA, CEA, MDR1 and Cyclic Neutropenia through 2016. These rebates are available only to Collie Health Foundation members, all with no limits on the number of rebates per household - a definite membership advantage! In the case of the CEA and PRA tests, Optigen is still offering a discount as well.

**Rebate of $50 per PRA test from Optigen** - Optigen will continue their 25% discount on the PRA test throughout 2016. Use the code, "CHF16REF" when ordering.

**Rebate of $50 per CEA test from Optigen** - Optigen will continue their 25% discount on the CEA test throughout 2016 as well. Use the code, “CHF16REF” when ordering.

For further savings, order both the PRA and CEA tests from Optigen on the same sample. If you request both tests on one dog you get a combined savings of 45% savings on the cost of each test. The combined discount from Optigen on either or both test and rebate from CHF makes these tests a DEAL! Continue to use the code “CHF15REF” for tests ordered through 12/31/2015.

**Rebate of $20 per MDR-1 test from Washington State University**

**Rebate of $50 per Canine Cyclic Neutropenia (Gray Collie Syndrome) test through either Health Gene or VetGen**

For your rebate(s) for any of these tests, submit your paid receipt(s) to the CHF Treasurer: Nancy McDonald – 2834 Cotton Road – Sanford, NC  27330 or e-mail to nancy@collieexpressions.com.

**The 2015 AKCCHF National Parent Club Canine Health Conference**

Dr. Nancy Kelso, Chairman, Collie Health Foundation Grants Committee attended the AKCCHF National Parent Club Canine Health Conference in St. Louis this past August on behalf of the Collie Health Foundation. A message repeated throughout the conference was of one health: what we discover in veterinary medicine can often directly relate to human medicine. Twenty canine health researchers spoke at the conference. Check our website (www.colliehealth.org) in the near future for Nancy’s full report on these presentations.

1. Stem Cell (SC) Therapy for Supraspinatous Tendonopathy - Jennifer Barrett, DVM PhD
2. Regenerative Medicine Techniques to Treat Cartilage Disorders - Brian Saunders DVM PhD DACVS
3. Bright Mind Platform - Yuanlong Pan, BVM, PhD, Nestle Research Center
4. Senior Cognition and Brain Aging - Gary Landsberg, BS DVM DACVB DECAWBM
5. Osteosarcoma - Bruce Smith VMD, PhD
6. DNA Methylation in Canine Lymphoma - Jeffrey Bryan DVM MS PhD DACVIM
7. Precision Medicine in Oncology - Doug Thamm VMD DACVIM
8. Quality of Life in Senior and End of Life Years - Alice Villabobos DVM FNAP
9. Fungal Microbiome of Healthy and Allergic Skin - Jan Suchodolski, DVM PhD
10. The Cutaneous Microbiome and Resistome of Health and Atopic dogs - Charles Bradley VMD, DACVP
11. Gastric Dilatation-Volvulus: Big Problem for Big Dogs - Laura Nelson, DVM, MS, DACVS
13. Inflammatory Bowel Disease and Chronic Intestinal Inflammation - Kenneth Simpson BVM&S, PhD
14. Advances in Canine Cardiac Genetics - Josh Stern DVM PhD DACVIM
15. Evidence-Based Recommendation for Reduction of Infectious Disease in Canine Group Settings - Jason Stull, VMD MPVM PhD DACVMP
16. Be Very, Very Quiet...I'm Hunting Brucellosis - Matthew Krecic DVM MS MBA DACVIM
17. Can We Predict Cranial Cruciate Ligament Disease (CCLD) in Dogs? - Dominique Griffon DMV MS PhD DECVS DACYS
18. Canine Degenerative Myelopathy (DM) - Joan Coates DVM MS DACVIM
19. Update on the Latest Canine Epilepsy Research Developments: Genetics, Drugs and EEG’s - Ned Patterson DMV PhD
20. Nutritional Management of Canine Epilepsy - Holger Volk DVM PhD DipECVN MRCVS FHEA
New Dermatomyositis Grant Approved

In October, the Board of Directors considered and approved a proposal from Dr. Leigh Anne Clark of Clemson University for a one-year grant to continue working on the genetics of dermatomyositis (DM). This grant represents the next step in their DM research. They propose to test 150 Collies over age 8 for the two mutations they previously have identified and the DLA alleles to get a better idea of what percentage of dogs with a given genotype go on to develop DM. A second part of the grant is expression studies to provide further support for the two mutations they have identified. While both mutations are very highly associated with DM, they are looking for additional evidence that they are the exact genetic change that is causing risk for DM.

DM is an autoimmune disease of the skin and muscle that occurs in both humans and dogs. Canine DM is diagnosed almost exclusively in Collies and Shetland sheepdogs, suggesting that there is a major heritable component. Clinical signs include lesions that typically appear on the face, feet, and tail tip and are characterized by crusting, scaling, and fur loss. In severe cases, lesions progress to the muscle and cause wasting and difficulty eating, drinking, and walking. Quality of life can be so diminished that euthanasia is necessary. Onset of clinical signs can range from just a few months to several years of age, making elimination of DM impossible without a genetic test.

A previous genome-wide association study was conducted to identify regions of the genome that contain risk factors for disease progression. A major locus on chromosome 10 that is associated with DM was identified. In a parallel study in Shetland sheepdogs, the same locus on chromosome 10 was identified and a second locus on chromosome 31 was also noted. Investigation of sequences from affected dogs revealed two mutations in genes that are highly associated with DM in both breeds. It was determined in Shetland sheepdogs that genes of the dog leukocyte antigen complex also play a role in disease development, as in human cases. Homozygosity for alleles at one or more of these loci explain 100% of DM cases; however, not all dogs having these genotypes develop DM.

Aim 1 of this study is to evaluate genotypes for the 3 genes in senior dogs that represent a “random sampling” of the Collie population in order to determine the risk associated with each genotype to increase the utility of a genetic test. Aim 2 is to evaluate gene expression in skin on chromosomes 10 and 31 to provide additional support for the identified mutations and assure the accuracy of genetic testing.

Approach: Buccal swabs for DNA isolation will be recruited from 150 Collies over 8 years of age. No restrictions regarding health, geography, or relatedness to other participants will be applied. A complete health history will be obtained from each participant. All Collies will be genotyped for DLA-DRB1, and the PAN2 (locus A) and TAK1L (locus B) mutations. Results will be confidential and provided only to the dogs’ owners.

Inheritance studies in Collies suggest an autosomal dominant mode of inheritance with incomplete penetrance (Hargis et al. 1985). Owners of affected dogs anecdotally report the onset of DM following stressors, such as viral infections and immunizations, similar to DM onset in humans (Middleton et al. 1970, Cotterill and Shapiro 1978), suggesting that both genetic and environmental factors contribute to disease pathogenesis in dogs.

Literature Cited:


Coloboma Research Study

The objective of this study is to look for genetic markers for coloboma independent to CEA. Optigen believes it is likely that being affected with CEA is probably a risk factor for coloboma but other genes may be associated with colobomas. It may also be the case that the genetics for colobomas are not simple autosomal. In humans at least a few genetic mutations have been identified w/optic nerve colobomas. The only way to learn is to start researching. Optigen would like 20-50 samples from coloboma affected dogs, preferably unrelated at the grandparent level. Optigen wants a copy of the eye exam (see www.optigen.com for a submission form), so they can keep track of where a coloboma is located, as well as a pedigree. The same number of controls is needed. Controls could be parents or littermates who do not have coloboma but may still have CEA. Optigen is also looking for some controls who are genetically clear of CEA. These last controls are easy to find since Optigen has a lot of collie DNA stored from previous testing. A special interest would be in collies with colobomas who are normal eyed or have normal eyed close relatives (submitting both of them if possible). Each sample will have the CEA genetic test done. Submissions will be kept confidential. There is currently no cost from Optigen to us for them to research this.

In support of the new coloboma research study, the CHF is offering collie owners (not limited to CHF members) a reimbursement of up to $25 on shipping and handling of samples sent to Optigen. This offer is good for up to the first fifty (50) samples submitted within the next eighteen months.

Cancer Research- How You Can Help

see www.modianolab.org/studyInfo/studyInfo_index.shtml for links to three researchers

Dr. Kersin Lindblad-Toh (The Broad Inst) is banking cancer and DNA. They are currently studying osteosarcoma mutations (greyhound, Rotts and Irish setters), Lymphoma and hemagiosarcoma in goldens and hemangiosarcoma in other breeds. They want to develop a Canine Cancer Genome Atlas to mimic the same that is being attempted in humans. This is a huge task.

Dr. Breen at NC State (breenlab.org) is currently accepting samples and doing a lot of genetic research. Most submissions of samples require submission in their special medium, although they are developing a test to work on formalin samples. Tests soon to be released include a cytogenetic test to detect bladder cancer, a cytogenetic test to predict with >90% accuracy how lymphoma will respond to standard CHOP or doxyrubacinc therapy, a cytogenetic assay to identify >96% of histiocytic neoplasia from other round cell cancers, and a genetic assay to identify risks in Goldens of lymphoma or hemangiosarcoma.

Dr. Jaime Modiano (Minnesota): www.modianolab.org is studying a variety of cancers with Breen lab and accepting samples.

The genetic research in cancer is exploding and we applaud anyone who can look above the pain of their loss of a pet to submit samples to these researchers.
COLLIE HEALTH FOUNDATION
MEMBERSHIP REMITTANCE AND CONTRIBUTION FORM

PLEASE INDICATE: ___new member OR ___renewal membership

Dues Are Due
December 31st

Please check level of membership desired: I’m interested in volunteering:

___ Individual Membership - $ 25 ___ Promotions ___ Sunnybank
___ Family Membership - $ 40 ___ Auctions ___ Newsletter
___ Sustaining Membership - $ 100
___ Patron - $ 500 ___ Other: ____________________________
___ Benefactor - $1,000

Send your check (US funds only), payable to Collie Health Foundation or CHF to:

Nancy Van Note – CHF Membership
827 Bowman Road
Jackson, NJ 08527-3553

PAYPAL: membership@colliehealth.org

Name (as you wish to be listed): _______________________________________________________

Address: _________________________________________________________________________

City: __________________________ State: __________________ Zip: __________

Phone: _________________________ Kennel Name: _________________________________

Email: __________________________________________________________________________

___ Please check if this is a new address.
___ I have included CHF in my will.
___ Please send me information about including CHF in my will.

Do you or your spouse work for a matching gift company? Some companies will match gifts
of employees and/or retirees. Please contact your personnel office for details and a matching
gift form.

Company Name: __________________________________________________________________

Form Enclosed: ___ Yes ___ No

ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTION (circle one:) in Memory, Celebration, Honoring:

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

Contributions are tax deductible in accordance with IRS regulations.